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Gulahmed eid collection 2015

This Eid, Gul Ahmed brings a memorable gift to you; this is a whole new costume collection for Eid Festival 2015. In this Eid-2015 dress collection Gul Ahmed has launched specially designed grass dresses. This is the limited collection that will make your Eid day special, stylish and glamorous. So it's time to celebrate the true happiness of the Eid Festival
with the Gul Ahmed Eid Festive Collection 2015. And now it's time to choose the best grass costume for Eid-15; Choose your favorite of this gorgeous Lawn Eid Dresses Catalog. Below we have uploaded some fancy, formal and elegant Eid Official Costumes of the brand new Gul Ahmed Eid Dresses Catalog. Gul Ahmed Eid Festive Catalog / This magazine
Eid-Ul-Fiter 2015 wears elegant grass dresses designed with meticulous embroidery. Enhance your glamorous look with enchanting embroidery of ancient culture. All costumes have been designed according to formal pure cultural patterns including kameez shalwar; Furthermore some fancy and modern templates have been included for your glamorous
look. Exquisitely nourished lace embroidery will be the best semi-official accessory work of this Gul Ahmed Eid '15 festival collection. Some outfits have been designed in digital silk fabric so you can enjoy Eid' first 15 days with your family and loved ones. ECRU Collection is a combination of ancient embroidery and modern patterns that will give you
absolutely a new perspective on the upcoming Eid ul fiter 2015. Modern cuts designed with embroidered jacquards are the dresses that every modern young girl is looking for. In this Gul Ahmed Eid Festive Catalog 2015, Gul Ahmed introduced the following BestEid dress collections for a limited time. Here we have a full list of the new official Eid costume
collections designed by Gul Ahmed. Gul Ahmed Eid Collection 2015 Includes Gul Ahmed Premium Embroidery Chiffon Collection Gul Ahmed Embroidery Chiffon Collection Gul Ahmed ECRU Collection Gul Ahmed Embroidery Cotton Silk Collection Gul Ahmed Ahmed Embroidery Single Collection Gul Ahmed Trencia Satin Silk Collection Gul Ahmed
Embroidery Fabric Collection Gul Eid UL Fiter Lawn Collection follow us on Twitter or add circles on Google+, Visit She9 to change your lifestyle. The Gul Ahmed eid 2015 Chiffon Embroidery collection has been launched. The title of this collection is Gul Ahmed Festive Eid Collection 2015. Eid is reaching out to us, now, in just a few days and although girls
have completed much of their eid shopping, but still shopping fanatics still want new garments for eid, but they are in a dilemma because no clothier will choose blood clots now to stitch. For them, Gul Ahmed Festive Eid Collection 2015 is the best option Season, because in this eid costume piece you will get all kinds of women's garments. It's an exciting time
of five years. where all Pakistani design brands began to launch their Eid collection and this time Gul Ahmed beat all the great designers with it. But that's not the only interesting thing, this time Gul Ahmed has made their collection different from the standard. This time Gul Ahmed released the complete chiffon and cotton silk suit, before Dupattas was once
chiffon and silk paired with shirts and trousers, this time also available options as well as Dupatta, Shirts and Pants as chiffon or cotton silk. Just amazing!! The design of their pieces is normally breath taking but this time Gul Ahmed has stepped it up a notch and launched a collection that is beyond belief, it is gorgeous. I've shared my top picks from the
collection and the ones I think are unique to this collection. I've also made my top picks from their Summer 2015 Episode 2. Chiffon Embroidery Collection C-269 I love the green shades of the sea in this suit, I feel like they add size and perfect for summer. C-344 What I like about this outfit is how the middle panel is decorated with sequins, making you stand
out that bits are smaller but not OTT. C-358 Once again this figure has elegant shades of blue with Ombré effect and additional silver embroidery. I for a love Ombré in the summer it adds such a sensual effect. C-362 I like this shade of yellow/mustard, it is a really unique piece from Gul Ahmed because from my experience it is difficult to find such a piece of
yellow/embroidered mustard. The white embroidery and maroon details really complement and tie in this outfit. A very good performance to Gul Ahmed on this piece overall. C-366 I'm just a sucker for pink, orange and white combinations and I also like intricate details so I totally win over. C-367 What an elegant outfit, It has a royal feel about it and I have
never seen such a model released by Gul Ahmed before. Embroidered Ecru White CL-111 Collection with gold detailing is just life, perfect for summer to make a statement with understated combinations of colors. CL-116 I also love black and gold but like it for autumn/winter, but if you like black this is for you. It is gorgeous regardless. CSS-1 Embroidered
Cotton Silk Collection A burgundy/maroon piece with a unique monoc monoc monocrome Dupatta. I like models on shirts but I also like the way Dupatta is not too in your face because of monochrome. Chantilly Embroidery Collection The next designs are timeless pieces because of color and design, so something all ages can wear as well as it will never go
out of trend. It's an investment if you ask me  CT-102 CT-130 CT-138 Embroidery Silk Collection DGS-36 Love the combination of digital printing architecture on Silk combined with another wise neautral dress. SS-66 I would love to recreate the shirt for this but instead of making pants so wide I wanted either cigarette pants or churidar, I also loved silk
dupatta, the design was just so elegant. PM-75 Premium Embroidery Collection I like the simplicity of this design but also how it will make you feel special because of the work done on Dupatta and details on shirts. PM-100 I like the embroidery style on shirts and Dupatta. It really looks incredible. PM-103 Roses + Flowers = Summer LOVE SL-209 I liked
what they did with pants to go along with single shirts. Adding Jamawar Material to any outfit makes it stand out and having Jamawar as the pants are sure to make you stand out. SS-53 I'll make a bold statement here and that's from the whole collection and from all gul ahmed collections past I don't think I've seen such a gorgeous outfit. It's like it's from a
fairy tale, I head on healing in LOVE with it. SS-70 SS-75 I like fully embroidered shirt with silk printed dupatta. It makes the dress a lot more interesting. These are just my favorites from the collection, they have a lot more gorgeous outfits in this collection. What I'm going to say is this time they just released embroidery pieces for Eid and I missed seeing
prints just like the festival collection years ago, but I guess it's Eid so it's okay. It was released online and in-store on May 30, 2015 just before St. Ramadhan's Month began. Until next time Beauties xx The newly released gul ahmed eid chiffon 2015 is a unique combination of Lawn fabric quality with beautiful embroidery work. The newly launched Gul
Ahmed Eid collection in 2015 is a clear proof of that. In its latest offering, Pakistan's much-loved fashion store has released nearly 100 more unstitched clothes. 2015 Gul Ahmed Festival Collection, this new range of clothes includes a variety of undying three-piece fabrics including quantities up to 9 meters. Gul Ahmed Eid collection, you will be caught up
with all the embroidered costumes and theme work. You will have these outfits in wide range of fabric lines, as you will have these wonderful and beautiful types embroidered in silk fabrics, chiffons and lawns. We can say that this Eid 2015 collection is much awaited and now this collection will be launched in a few days. Gul Ahmed color planning then it is
seen that the embellished and embroidered costumes are in shades of red, black, and green, yellow, white, blue, pink. It can also be said that this center has come up with this kind of dark and bright color. We are sure that you will love this collection line and the minute you will grab the Eid 2015 dresses, you will be buying Gul Ahmed Eid dresses on each
and every Eid.Eid collection to keep in touch with us. You can also participate in fan face book of this center and and all the details about this Eid collection also from there. Lets see below..... With the preparation of Ramadan beginning, Gul Ahmed launched the Eid Limited 2015 festival collection. Starting May 30, grass prints are on display in stores
nationwide. Take a look at some fresh and breathable designs. The collection has a variety of clothes with stylish prints, craft designs and every category has embroidered costumes. Items given below: • Chiffon Embroidery Collection • Chantilly Collection Embroidery • Digital Silk Collection Embroidery • Premium Embroidered Collection (100% Silk, Lawn) •
Trencia Satin Silk (100% Silk) • Single Embroidery Collection • Embroidery Single Shirt Collection The costumes have a lovely combination of colors that match the season and have the most suitable design for the festival. The price range for the suit is from PKR. 3,000 to PKR. 4,000 for single shirts; and PKR. 5,500 to 9,000. Fabrics of the same quality as
Gul Ahmed's idea are known. Here are some prints and catalogues of the Festive Eid Collection. Gul Ahmed introduced the 2015 Eid Premium Embroidered Chiffon Collection for women seeking grace. Eid may still be about a month and a half away but Gul Ahmed Eid's 2015 collection is out now. Starting June 10, you will find a new Festive collection in
stores. Gul Ahmed opens up a vast Eid collection perfect for the spirit of the season. This is a limited edition collection with some cool new prints and carefully crafted designs to enhance the mood of the celebration. The fabric is almost the same as we saw in episodes 1 and 2 of the Gul Ahmed Summer Lawn 2015 collection - High-quality Chiffon, Lawn and
Silk with luxurious embroidery and stylish prints. Each and every print in this collection is uniquely brilliant and showcases exactly why the brand is so popular. Gul Ahmed Eid Premium Embroidery Chiffon Collection 2015 for Women is finally introduced to the fashion market.  Will be sent soon, you just need to anticipate for less additional time. All the woven
skirts and working wires are waiting for fashion enthusiasts in exquisite fabric lines. Lovely type woven in silk fabrics, chiffon has made the Eid Festival Collection 2015 a perfect wear for the Eid. Gul Ahmed decorations and woven skirts are in shades of red, dark, and green, purple, pink. Check out Gul Ahmed Eid Premium Embroidered Chiffon Dress 2015
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